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This colorful lithograph, issued by the U.S. Treasury
Department in 1918, called upon America’s immigrant
populations to remember “The Flag of Liberty” through the
purchase of government bonds in support of the First World
War. As the articles by Marilyn Gesch and Thomas Rosenblum
illustrate, the Wilson administration required “100 percent
Americanism,” especially from those of German descent.
Compliance with the Selective Draft Act (1917), the Espionage

Act (1917), and the Sedition Act (1918), as well as public support of the war through participation in Liberty Loan drives,
all served as loyalty tests for “hyphenated Americans.” Gesch
and Rosenblum effectively demonstrate how far the government was willing to go in its quest for universal loyalty and
patriotism, and the long-term consequences for many German
Americans. Courtesy of the National World War I Museum
and Memorial, Kansas City, Missouri.
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quarterly through a partnership between the Kansas Historical
Foundation and the Department of History at Kansas State
University. The Kansas Historical Foundation serves as a fundraising, fund management, membership, and retail organization to
support and promote the Kansas Historical Society, a state agency
that safeguards and shares the state’s history through the collection,
preservation, and interpretation of its past. The Society’s collections
and programs are diverse and are made available through its
library and museum in Topeka, historic sites and classrooms across

the state, and publications and web-based resources accessible
everywhere. The Department of History at Kansas State University
is especially well-suited to the study of Kansas, agricultural, and
environmental history. As a Land Grant school whose culture
and economy have historically been shaped by the economy in
the state, the history of Kansas holds a venerable place in the
academic offerings of the University. Environmental history, with
a particular focus on agricultural, water, and grassland issues in
Kansas, has become increasingly more important to university
research and curricula worldwide.

The journal is available as one of many benefits of membership
with the Kansas Historical Foundation. Find more information
online at kshs.org/11413.
The journal publishes scholarly articles, edited documents, and
other materials that contribute to an understanding of the history
and cultural heritage of Kansas and the Central Plains. Political,
social, intellectual, cultural, economic, and institutional histories
are welcome, as are biographical and historiographical interpretations and studies of archaeology, the built environment, and material
culture. Articles emphasizing visual documentation, exceptional
reminiscences, and autobiographical writings are also considered
for publication. Genealogical studies are generally not accepted.
Manuscripts are evaluated anonymously by scholars who
determine their suitability for publication based on originality,
quality of research, significance, and presentation, among other
factors. Previously published articles or manuscripts that are
being considered for publication elsewhere will not be considered.
The editors reserve the right to make changes in accepted articles
and will consult with the authors regarding such. The publishers
assume no responsibility for statements of fact or opinion made
by contributors.

Kansas History follows the Chicago Manual of Style, 16th edition
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010). A style sheet, which
includes a detailed explanation of the journal’s editorial policy, is
available at kshs.org/12447. Articles appearing in Kansas History
are available online at the Kansas Historical Society’s website
(kshs.org/12445) and from EBSCO Publishing. They are available
on microfilm from ProQuest Microfilms.
The Edgar Langsdorf Award for Excellence in Writing, which
includes a plaque and an honorarium of two hundred dollars, is
awarded each year for the best article published in Kansas History.
The editors welcome letters responding to any of the
articles published in the journal. With the correspondent’s
permission, those that contribute substantively to the
scholarly dialogue by offering new insights or historical
information may be published. All comments or editorial
queries should be addressed to the editors, Kansas History:
A Journal of the Central Plains, Department of History, Kansas
State University, 208 Eisenhower Hall, Kansas State University,
Manhattan, KS 66506-1002; 785-532-6730; email: KHJournal@
k-state.edu

Illustrations appearing in the journal, unless otherwise noted, are
from the collections of the Kansas Historical Society. Illustrations
appearing in the journal, unless otherwise noted, are from the
collections of the Kansas Historical Society. The cover image is by
Thomas W. Johnston, Farmstead, Blue Rapids, Kansas, ca. 1890, oil
on canvas, 24 x 36 inches, in the Marianna Kistler Beach Museum

of Art, Kansas State University, funds provided by Cleve Humbert
in recognition of K-State students from rural Kansas, 2007.77. Reproductions of images from the Society’s collections are available
for purchase. Please contact the State Archives Division for ordering information: kshs.org/14154; 785-272-8681, ext. 321.
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Osage Women and Empire
Gender and Power

Tai Edwards

Crusader for Democracy

The Political Life of William Allen
White

Charles Delgadillo
“In her comprehensive analysis of gender roles
throughout a critical period in Osage history, Tai S.
“Charles Delgadillo has produced a full-fledged
Edwards demonstrates how attention to a Native
political biography of William Allen White that
American nation’s deeply held beliefs in complemen- showcases the political power and influence of a
tarity, autonomy, and balance allows us to underman who never sought public office but for five
stand indigenous resilience to colonization. . . . This decades had the ear of the nation’s leaders, Democrats
book will change the way we understand the history and Republicans alike. The author demonstrates a
of the southern plains.”—Rose Stremlau, author of
mastery of White’s writings, including his books,
Sustaining the Cherokee Family: Kinship and the
newspaper articles, autobiography, and vast correAllotment of an Indigenous Nation
spondence. Crusader for Democracy is a nuanced
account of how a stubbornly provincial man none230 pages, 10 photographs, 4 maps, Cloth $45.00,
theless became a valued confidant and adviser to
Paper $24.95
some of the most influential leaders in American
The Diaries of Reuben Smith, history, including Theodore Roosevelt, Herbert
and Franklin D. Roosevelt.”—Nancy C.
Kansas Settler and Civil War Hoover,
Unger, author of Fighting Bob La Follette: The
Soldier
Righteous Reformer
Lana Wirt Myers

328 pages, 27 photographs, Cloth $34.95

“Lana Wirt Myers has done a great service by making
Reuben Smith’s diary widely available. From Bleeding The Autobiography of
Kansas and the Border War to his postwar political
William Allen White
career as a state legislator and steward of the Kansas
Second Edition, Revised and Abridged
State Insane Asylum, Smith participated in many of
the most fascinating and significant episodes of early William Allen White
Kansas history. Scholars, students, and lay readers
Edited by Sally Foreman Griffith
alike will learn much from this skillfully edited
392 pages, Paper $24.95
volume.”—Michael E. Woods, author of Bleeding
Kansas: Slavery, Sectionalism, and Civil War
on the Missouri-Kansas Border
Ebook editions available from your favorite ebook retailer.
264 pages, 22 photographs,
4 maps, Cloth $45.00,
Paper $24.95
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